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Summary 
 
The British Glossomatidae contains seven species, split between the genera Glossosoma, 
Agapetus and Synagapetus. One species, Glossosoma intermedium has not been recorded in 
England since 2003. This was found in a side stream of Hayeswater gill in the Lake District.  
The main purpose of this survey was to try and locate and record Glossosoma intermedium 
and was a follow up to a similar survey we carried out in the Glennshee area of Scotland 
during April 2011. Additionally, as in the 2011 survey it also made sense that while looking 
for the larvae, pupae and adults of Glossosoma intermedium we could also record other 
species of caddisfly (Trichoptera), mayfly (Ephemeroptera) and stonefly (Plecoptera).  
 
Unfortunately as with our survey in the Glennshee area during 2011 our main goal of locating 
populations of Glossosoma intermedium failed. However, the expedition itself was not a 
failure as many other species were collected and recorded. Plus our results, we believe, query 
the way in which the keys have been interpreted by those doing the analysis for the Scottish 
Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA) invertebrate records. 
 
 
Introduction 
 
Glossosoma intermedium (Klapalek, 1892), has not been recorded in England for several 
years. The species was added to the British list by Kenneth Morton, who found adults at the 
mouth of the Hoathwaite Beck, Coniston, on April 22nd 1925 and it was collected several 
times from this area up until 1956.  There have been three other sites in the Lake District 
where this species has been recorded. There are records from Troutbeck (Windermere) on 
June 29th 1949, then at Hayeswater gill (inlet to Hayeswater) where it was first recorded on 
April 2nd 1954, and then again in 1968 & 1985, with the last record in 2003. It was also found 
at Pull beck (Windermere) on May 28th 1955 and then again in1985.  
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 Glossosoma intermedium is now a priority species within the UK Biodiversity Action Plan 
and during the last three to four years Andrew Dixon has carried out surveys at all the sites, in 
the Lake District, where the species had previously been found, unfortunately all without 
success.  Andrew also surveyed other sites in the area that have characteristics similar to those 
streams where the species had previously been found. The feasibility of these sites had been 
discussed, at length, with Dr. Ian Wallace but none of the sites gave any indications of the 
presence of Glossosoma intermedium.  
 
It is thought that there could be a chance that other, as yet undiscovered populations of 
Glossosoma intermedium are somewhere in Scotland. The reasoning behind this was that the 
species may have been lost in the Lake District due to the use of Cypermethrin sheep dip 
(now banned) or that climate change had an affect on the species. It was therefore conceivable 
that some areas in the highlands may have been free from sheep that had been treated with 
Cypermethrin and that more northerly climates may still allow thriving populations. 
Additionally, many areas in Scotland have simply not been surveyed in detail for riverfly 
species. This was the main reasoning behind our trip in 2011. We were also very excited by 
reports that SEPA (Scottish Environment Protection Agency) had recorded Glossosoma 
intermedium from several sites from all over Scotland during routine monitoring in past years. 
We asked Craig Macadam to contact SEPA for more details and he came back with a list of 
the records with dates and locations. It was with this evidence that we planned the 2012 
survey. Disappointingly from the SEPA records we found no specimens of the recorded 
Glossosoma intermedium larvae where kept for reference and verification. Moreover, some of 
the sites did appear very peculiar to us with the knowledge of where Glossosoma intermedium 
had been found in the past, for example one site was only five miles from city centre of 
Glasgow. However, some of the sites did look more promising and so the plan was to visit at 
least a couple of these in the spring of 2012 in a bid to confirm the SEPA findings and get 
some ideas of the population densities.  
 
The Survey Expedition 
 
The base for the 2012 survey (April 5th to April 10th) was the Coach House Hotel at Killin. 
This was close to our chosen survey sites (except the River Doon at Ayr that we sampled on 
our way home). We travelled by car on the 4th of April, this should have been straight forward 
but Stuart was snowed in at his home in Penistone so the journey north took a little longer 
than expected.   
 
This area was chosen both because of some SEPA records and the fact that some parts of this 
same area had base-rich waters that are considered to be a possible factor required for the 
presence of Glossosoma intermedium (this is suggested by previous findings at Hoathwaite 
beck, Pull beck and Troutbeck which have raised calcium from the Coniston limestone band 
and Hayeswater gill which has some base-rich volcanic rock).  
 
Weather conditions were expected to be mixed for the expedition, and this proved to be the 
case. Of all the equipment taken we were thankful for taking neoprene gloves as although the 
air temperatures were not too bad for the time of year, the water temperatures in most streams 
was still cold. The other very important piece of equipment was the Garmin GPS receiver; 
this gave valuable instant data on altitude and grid references.  
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Survey Methods 
 
Two sampling methods were used to collect the specimens: 
 
1. Larvae collecting 
 
Collecting typical cased caddis from the Glossosomatidae family is a relatively easy task as 
they are easy to find in springs, streams and small rivers. Those that can be picked off the 
stones and other structures easily are the active larva, those that are more reluctant to come 
from their chosen location will often be in the pupae stage. Other types of caddis larvae, 
mayfly nymphs and stonefly nymphs were also collected while looking for the 
Glossosomatidae.  
 
2. Adult collecting with a sweep net 
 
For a sweep net, small hand held nets were used that could be easily carried up into the hills. 
These were worked through the vegetation close to the water courses. The samples caught 
were then simply removed from the net with a pooter. The main problems with sweep netting 
for the adult insects are associated with weather conditions. If it is wet, windy or cold the 
adults are often in shelter and not picked up by the net.  
 
The tables identify the “Capture Method” shown in the relevant column by the letters AH, SN 
or TN.  
 
AH: this just means ad hoc, i.e. no specific method. Larvae or pupae are often just picked off 
rocks in the water or caught using a kick net. With adults, these could just be picked from 
bank side plants or rocks. 
 
SN: sweep netting randomly through undergrowth or trees 
 
TN: targeted netting at specific individuals or swarms 
 
For other details about the tables there is a key at the end of the tables in Appendix 1. 
 
All collected samples were then transferred to unbreakable, screw top, collecting tubes with a 
75% alcohol and water mix to preserve the samples until full identifications could be carried 
out at a later time. A slip of paper with details of the site, and other useful data, was also 
added to the tubes while out in the field. 
 
Whichever method of collection was employed the locations of all the sampling sites was 
recorded using the UK National Grid Reference system (NGR) taken with a Garmin GPS 
receiver or taken directly from Ordnance Survey maps. 
 
During the evenings we would check the samples with any Glossosoma larvae types first 
using a microscope (Leica SE4) and the keys to the Case-Bearing Caddis Larvae of Britain 
and Ireland (Wallace, Wallace & Philipson 2003) and the species dossier by Dr. Ian Wallace 
(2011). If time allowed we would also identity any other specimens using the other 
appropriate identification keys and the remainder where identified on our return home. All the 
data was entered onto an Excel spread sheet as we worked through the samples. 
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Discussion 
 
All the samples collected are recorded on the Table 1, 2, 3 & 4 in Appendix 1. These tables 
are made up from almost 500 separate specimens that we collected. This resulted in 26 
different species of caddisfly, 17 species of stonefly and 8 species of mayfly. Giving a total of 
51 species recorded.  
 
We did not find any evidence of Glossosoma intermedium at any of the sites. But we did find 
that Glossosoma conformis and Glossosoma boltoni are commonly found at some sites in the 
Killin area. Also on our return home, we found Glossosoma boltoni was common in the River 
Doon.  
 
Looking in more detail it can be seen that we recorded Glossosoma conformis from Carie 
beck. The SEPA records show that in April 2006 they also recorded Glossosoma conformis 
from this same site but in September 2005 and November 2006 they only recorded the rare 
Glossosoma intermedium – no Glossosoma conformis at all. It is the same story with some 
other SEPA records we have seen whereby the only Glossosoma that have been recorded are 
the rare Glossosoma intermedium – Why? The River Doon is one exception we found, in 
those SEPA records both Glossosoma intermedium and Glossosoma boltoni where recorded 
in October 2007. It is known that these two species can co-exist but we found only 
Glossosoma boltoni in our samples. 
 
Why these anomalies in the records? In the case of the River Doon maybe Glossosoma 
intermedium was there in 2007 but has now disappeared leaving only Glossosoma boltoni, but 
this does not explain the records form Carie beck and the lack of other Glossosma species 
other than Glossosoma intermedium being recorded from some of the other SEPA sites. Could 
it be a problem with the identification keys, or could it be that the keys have simply been 
misinterpreted? 
 
To explore these theories further we rechecked the samples we collected alongside some 
known samples of Glossosoma intermedium while using the Keys to the Case-Bearing Caddis 
Larvae of Britain and Ireland (Wallace, Wallace & Philipson 2003). 
 
When using these keys the first species to key out when you have established that you have a 
Glossosoma type larvae is intermedium  (couplet 2 on page 60). Here the key says; “9th 
abdominal dorsal sclerite with outermost setae much shorter and thinner than the six large 
intermediate setae.”  This point is illustrated on Fig. 22A in the key. Looking at known 
samples of Glossosoma intermedium the outermost setae were, if anything, shorter and finer 
than shown on Fig. 22A (see photo on next page). So a fairly obvious couplet especially when 
you read the other option of couplet 2, it says; “9th abdominal dorsal sclerite with outermost 
setae more similar in length and thickness to the six large intermediate setae”, and to go with 
this option there is another illustration, Fig. 22B. From these two choices you would assume 
there would be little room for ambiguity. That is until you see some of the Glossosoma 
samples we collected. Most of those we found clearly had; “9th abdominal dorsal sclerite with 
outermost setae more similar in length and thickness to the six large intermediate setae”, 
while in others this was not so clear cut. In these the outermost setae were shorter (about ½ 
the length of the others) and thinner than the six intermediate setae (see photo on next page). 
And, please note, in all these problematic cases the head width of the larvae was just within 
the fourth instar size band so the keys should work.  
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The point is this; if you did not have the luxury of an actual sample of Glossosoma 
intermedium as reference you could assume you were looking at two different species. This is 
especially so if you left the key at that point and did not fully read the extra notes about 
Glossosoma intermedium (below the first option of couplet 2 in the key). In our case we did 
have an actual sample of Glossosoma intermedium as a reference and we did fully read the 
notes and this all indicated we had got just one species in our samples and that was 
Glossosoma conformis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We are not inferring at all that all the records that SEPA have collected for Glossosoma 
intermedium larvae are wrong we are just saying that the opportunity is there for a simple 
error to occur. 
 
Because of this we would like to get the message to SEPA (and in fact all agencies and 
organisations who collect species level data) that if they believe they have found a sample of 
Glossosoma intermedium that there is a mechanism for it to be flagged up that this is a rare 
insect in the UK and the extra checks mentioned in the keys are followed. As further 
insurance against a false record we also urge that the any potential sample of Glossosoma 
intermedium is saved for verification. 
 
Stuart M Crofts, Penistone, South Yorkshire 
Andrew Dixon, Skirwith, Cumbria 
 
April 2013 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Glossosoma conformis – 9th 
abdominal dorsal sclerite of 
larvae with outermost setae 
arrowed 
Glossosoma intermedium – 9th 
abdominal dorsal sclerite of 
larvae with outermost setae 
arrowed 
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Appendix 1
Genus Species Species Genus Species Genus
Agapetus delicatulus Amphinemura sulcicollis Ameletus inopinatus
Agapetus fuscipes Brachyptera risi Baetis muticus
Agapetus ochripes Capnia atra Baetis rhodani
Anabolia nervosa Chloroperla tripunctata Ecdyonurus torrentis
Apatania wallengreni Dinocras cephalotes Electrogena lateralis
Diplectrona felix Diura bicaudata Heptagenia sulphurea
Drusus annulatus Isoperla grammatica Leptophlebia marginata
Glossosoma boltoni Leuctra hippopus Rhithrogena semicolorata
Glossosoma conformis Leuctra inermis
Glyphotaelius pellucidus Leuctra nigra
Halesus digitatus Nemoura cambrica
Halesus radiatus Nemurella picteti
Hydropsyche instabilis Perla bipunctata
Hydropsyche pellucidula Perlodes microcephalus
Hydropsyche siltalai Protonemura meyeri
Limnephilus marmoratus Siphonoperla torrentium
Micropterna lateralis Taeniopteryx nebulosa
Philopotamus montanus
Plectrocnemia conspersa
Polycentropus flavomaculatus
Polycentropus kingi
Potamophylax cingulatus
Potamophylax latipennis
Rhyacophila dorsalis
Sericostoma personatum
Silo pallipes
Note: Polycentropus kingi; had some problems identifying this sample, subsequently it could be considered a 
"questionable" record.
Scotland Expedition April 5th to April 10th 2012
Table 1 - Species Recorded
Caddisflies (Trichoptera) Stoneflies (Plecoptera) Mayflies (Ephemeroptera)
Genus Species Location NGR Altitude 
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sea level
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Brief Notes (when taken) 
Agapetus delicatulus Errochty Water, Nr. Kinadly NN7662563669 701 8-Apr-12 SC 4 L N/A N/A AH D, R, 10 Deg C 9 Deg C Just below a small beck
Agapetus fuscipes Allt an Rulghe Fhliuch, Trinafour NN7248864251 801 5-Apr-11 SC&AD 2 L N/A N/A AH D, 8 Deg C 5 Deg C
Agapetus fuscipes Fiddler`s Bay, Loch Tay NN6262234871 366 7-Apr-12 SC 3 L N/A N/A AH D, 10 Deg C 9 Deg C
Agapetus fuscipes River Lochay, Glen Lochay NN5420835136 496 7-Apr-12 SC&AD 2 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
Agapetus fuscipes Woodland trickle, Glen Lochay NN5420835136 389 7-Apr-12 SC 4 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
Agapetus fuscipes Woodland stream, Trinafour NN7246564414 796 8-Apr-12 SC 6 L N/A N/A AH D, R, 8 Deg C 9 Deg C
Agapetus fuscipes Errochty Water, Nr. Kinadly NN7662563669 701 8-Apr-12 SC 23 L N/A N/A AH D, R, 10 Deg C 9 Deg C Just below a small beck
Agapetus fuscipes Fiddler`s Bay, Loch Tay NN6262234871 366 7-Apr-12 SC&AD 9 P N/A N/A AH D, 10 Deg C 9 Deg C Found under stone at Loch shore
Agapetus fuscipes Errochty Water, Nr. Kinadly NN7662563669 701 8-Apr-12 SC 5 P N/A N/A AH D, R, 10 Deg C 9 Deg C Just below a small beck
Agapetus ochripes River Doon, Ayr NS3280518224 68 10-Apr-12 AD 7 L N/A N/A AH D, 9 Deg C 9 Deg C
Anabolia nervosa Fiddler`s Bay, Loch Tay NN6262234871 366 7-Apr-12 SC 2 L N/A N/A AH D, 10 Deg C 9 Deg C
Anabolia nervosa Maud Loch NN7260765879 1327 8-Apr-12 SC 3 L N/A N/A AH R, 8 Deg C 8 Deg C
Apatania wallengreni Fiddler`s Bay, Loch Tay NN6262234871 366 7-Apr-12 SC&AD 1 A 1 0 TN D, 10 Deg C 9 Deg C Seen flying by side of Loch
Diplectrona felix Beck at Dalgirdy, Glen Lochay NN5151036786 529 7-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
Drusus annulatus Errochty Water, Nr. Kinadly NN7662563669 701 8-Apr-12 SC 3 L N/A N/A AH D, R, 10 Deg C 9 Deg C Just below a small beck
Glossosoma boltoni River Lochay, Glen Lochay NN5420835136 496 7-Apr-12 SC&AD 10 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C Also found empty pupal cocoon
Glossosoma boltoni River Doon, Ayr NS3280518224 68 10-Apr-12 AD 2 N/A N/A N/A AH D, 9 Deg C 9 Deg C Empty pupal cocoons
Glossosoma boltoni River Doon, Ayr NS3280518224 68 10-Apr-12 AD 4 P N/R N/R AH D, 9 Deg C 9 Deg C Picked off rocks
Glossosoma boltoni River Doon, Ayr NS3280518224 68 10-Apr-12 SC 2 P 2 0 AH D, 9 Deg C 9 Deg C Picked off rocks
Glossosoma conformis Carie beck, Loch Rannoch (South bank) NN6170256972 789 5-Apr-12 SC&AD 17 L N/A N/A AH D, 8 Deg C 2 Deg C Many larvae seen in the beck 
Glossosoma conformis Carie beck, Loch Rannoch (South bank) NN6163256805 759 5-Apr-11 SC&AD 8 L N/A N/A AH D, 8 Deg C 2 Deg C Many larvae seen in the beck 
Glossosoma conformis Allt na Ceardaich, Loch Rannoch (North bank) NN5890958473 682 5-Apr-11 SC&AD 13 L N/A N/A AH D, 8 Deg C 5 Deg C Many larvae seen in the beck 
Glossosoma conformis Allt an Rulghe Fhliuch, Trinafour NN7248864251 801 5-Apr-11 SC&AD 21 L N/A N/A AH D, 8 Deg C 5 Deg C Many larvae seen in the beck 
Glossosoma conformis Carnbane Burn, Glen Lyon NN6770147829 861 6-Apr-12 AD 28 L N/A N/A AH D, 8 Deg C N/R 2 in pupal cocoon
Glossosoma conformis Beck at Fiddler`s Bay, Loch Tay NN6251734850 380 7-Apr-12 AD 16 L N/A N/A AH D, 10 Deg C N/R
Glossosoma conformis Beck at Dalgirdy, Glen Lochay NN5152036790 334 7-Apr-12 SC&AD 11 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C A few larvae seen in the beck 
Glossosoma conformis Beck at Dalgirdy, Glen Lochay NN5151036786 529 7-Apr-12 SC&AD 12 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C A few larvae seen in the beck 
Glossosoma conformis River Lochay, Glen Lochay NN5420835136 389 7-Apr-12 SC&AD 2 L N/A N/A AH C, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
Glossosoma conformis River Lochay, Glen Lochay NN5420835136 389 7-Apr-12 SC&AD 2 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
Glyphotaelius pellucidus Woodland trickle, Glen Lochay NN5420835136 389 7-Apr-12 SC 2 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
Halesus digitatus Beck at Fiddler`s Bay, Loch Tay NN6251734850 380 7-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 10 Deg C N/R
Halesus digitatus Beck at Dalgirdy, Glen Lochay NN5151036786 529 7-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
Halesus INDET Fiddler`s Bay, Loch Tay NN6262234871 366 7-Apr-12 SC 2 L N/A N/A AH D, 10 Deg C 9 Deg C Unable to ID to species
Halesus INDET Allt na Ruighe Chiachaich, Trinafour NN7143865171 831 8-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, R, 10 Deg C N/R Unable to ID to species
Halesus INDET Woodland stream, Trinafour NN7170365084 1038 8-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, R, 10 Deg C N/R Unable to ID to species
Halesus radiatus Beck at Dalgirdy, Glen Lochay NN5151036786 529 7-Apr-12 SC 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
Halesus radiatus Small seepage at Dalgirdy, Glen Lochay NN5154236759 555 7-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C N/R
Halesus radiatus Errochty Water, Nr. Kinadly NN7662563669 701 8-Apr-12 SC 1 L N/A N/A AH D, R, 10 Deg C 9 Deg C Just below a small beck
Hydropsyche instabilis River Lyon, Glen Lyon NN5304844451 834 6-Apr-12 SC 3 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
Hydropsyche instabilis River Lyon, Glen Lyon NN6555547801 719 6-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C N/R
Hydropsyche instabilis River Doon, Ayr NS3280518224 68 10-Apr-12 SC 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 9 Deg C 9 Deg C
Hydropsyche pellucidula River Lyon, Glen Lyon NN5304844451 834 6-Apr-12 SC 3 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
Hydropsyche pellucidula River Doon, Ayr NS3280518224 68 10-Apr-12 SC 4 L N/A N/A AH D, 9 Deg C 9 Deg C
Scotland Expedition April 5th to April 10th 2012
Table 2 - Caddisflies (Trichoptera)
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Hydropsyche siltalai River Doon, Ayr NS3280518224 68 10-Apr-12 AD 3 L N/A N/A AH D, 9 Deg C 9 Deg C
Limnephilus marmoratus Fiddler`s Bay, Loch Tay NN6262234871 366 7-Apr-12 SC 2 L N/A N/A AH D, 10 Deg C 9 Deg C
Micropterna lateralis Small seepage at Dalgirdy, Glen Lochay NN5154236759 555 7-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C N/R
Micropterna lateralis Woodland trickle, Glen Lochay NN5420835136 389 7-Apr-12 SC 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
Philopotamus montanus Beck near Memal, Glen Lyon NN4783141674 1051 6-Apr-12 AD 2 A N/R N/R SN D, 12 Deg C 10 Deg C
Philopotamus montanus Beck near Memal, Glen Lyon NN4783141674 1051 6-Apr-12 SC 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 10 Deg C
Philopotamus montanus Carnbane Burn, Glen Lyon NN6770147829 861 6-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C N/R
Philopotamus montanus Allt na Ruighe Chiachaich, Trinafour NN7143865171 831 8-Apr-12 AD 2 L N/A N/A AH D, R, 10 Deg C N/R
Philopotamus montanus Beck at Fiddler`s Bay, Loch Tay NN6251734850 380 7-Apr-12 AD 1 P N/A N/A AH D, 10 Deg C N/R
Plectrocnemia conspersa Woodland stream, Trinafour NN7170365084 1038 8-Apr-12 AD 3 L N/A N/A AH D, R, 10 Deg C N/R
Polycentropus flavomaculatus River Doon, Ayr NS3280518224 68 10-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 9 Deg C 9 Deg C
Polycentropus kingi Beck at Fiddler`s Bay, Loch Tay NN6251734850 380 7-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 10 Deg C N/R Not convinced but that’s what keys says
Potamophylax cingulatus River Lyon, Glen Lyon NN5304844451 834 6-Apr-12 AD 2 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
Potamophylax cingulatus Beck at Dalgirdy, Glen Lochay NN5151036786 529 7-Apr-12 SC 2 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
Potamophylax latipennis River Lyon, Glen Lyon NN5304844451 834 6-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
Potamophylax latipennis Fiddler`s Bay, Loch Tay NN6262234871 366 7-Apr-12 SC 6 L N/A N/A AH D, 10 Deg C 9 Deg C
Potamophylax latipennis Small seepage at Dalgirdy, Glen Lochay NN5154236759 555 7-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C N/R
Potamophylax latipennis Woodland trickle, Glen Lochay NN5420835136 389 7-Apr-12 SC 4 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
Potamophylax sp. Carnbane Burn, Glen Lyon NN6770147829 861 6-Apr-12 AD 6 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C N/R Unable to ID to species
Rhyacophila dorsalis Allt na Ceardaich, Loch Rannoch (North bank) NN5890958473 682 5-Apr-11 SC&AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 8 Deg C 5 Deg C
Rhyacophila dorsalis River Lyon, Glen Lyon NN5304844451 834 6-Apr-12 SC 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
Rhyacophila dorsalis Beck near Memal, Glen Lyon NN4783141674 1051 6-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 10 Deg C
Rhyacophila dorsalis River Doon, Ayr NS3280518224 68 10-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 9 Deg C 9 Deg C
Rhyacophila dorsalis Allt Camghoaran, Loch Rannoch (South bank) NN5490956275 696 5-Apr-12 AD 1 P N/A N/A AH D, 8 Deg C 5 Deg C
Sericostoma personatum Errochty Water, Nr. Kinadly NN7662563669 701 8-Apr-12 SC 1 L N/A N/A AH D, R, 10 Deg C 9 Deg C Just below a small beck
Silo pallipes Beck at Fiddler`s Bay, Loch Tay NN6251734850 380 7-Apr-12 AD 2 L N/A N/A AH D, 10 Deg C N/R
Silo pallipes River Doon, Ayr NS3280518224 68 10-Apr-12 AD 3 L N/A N/A AH D, 9 Deg C 9 Deg C
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Brief Notes (when taken) 
Amphinemura sulcicollis Beck at Lochs Lodge, Glen Lyon NN5369145575 872 6-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C N/R
Amphinemura sulcicollis Maud Loch, outlet stream NN7259165844 1290 8-Apr-12 AD 2 L N/A N/A AH R, 8 Deg C 8 Deg C
Brachyptera risi Stream flowing into Carie beck, Loch Rannoch NN6165256899 754 5-Apr-12 SC 5 L N/A N/A AH D, 8 Deg C 2 Deg C
Brachyptera risi Dall burn, Loch Rannoch (South bank) NN5914956739 720 5-Apr-12 SC 2 L N/A N/A AH D, 8 Deg C 5 Deg C
Brachyptera risi Beck at Lochs Lodge, Glen Lyon NN5369145575 872 6-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C N/R
Brachyptera risi Beck at Fiddler`s Bay, Loch Tay NN6251734850 380 7-Apr-12 AD 3 L N/A N/A AH D, 10 Deg C N/R
Brachyptera risi Beck at Dalgirdy, Glen Lochay NN5151036786 529 7-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
Brachyptera risi River Lochay, Glen Lochay NN5419335098 496 7-Apr-12 AD 2 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
Brachyptera risi Allt na Ruighe Chiachaich, Trinafour NN7143865171 831 8-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, R, 10 Deg C N/R
Brachyptera risi Woodland stream, Trinafour NN7170365084 1038 8-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, R, 10 Deg C N/R
Brachyptera risi River Doon, Ayr NS3280518224 68 10-Apr-12 SC 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 9 Deg C 9 Deg C
Capnia atra Fiddler`s Bay, Loch Tay NN6262234871 366 7-Apr-12 SC 1 A 0 1 SN D, 10 Deg C 9 Deg C
Capnia atra North bank of Loch Rannoch NN608588 N/R 5-Apr-12 SC 4 A 4 0 SN D, 8 Deg C N/R Many seen
Chloroperla tripunctata Beck at Dalgirdy, Glen Lochay NN5151036786 529 7-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
Dinocras cephalotes Carie beck, Loch Rannoch (South bank) NN6163256805 759 5-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 8 Deg C 2 Deg C
Dinocras cephalotes Beck near Memal, Glen Lyon NN4783141674 1051 6-Apr-12 AD 3 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 10 Deg C
Dinocras cephalotes Beck at Fiddler`s Bay, Loch Tay NN6251734850 380 7-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 10 Deg C N/R
Dinocras cephalotes Allt na Ruighe Chiachaich, Trinafour NN7143865171 831 8-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, R, 10 Deg C N/R
Diura bicaudata River Lyon, Glen Lyon NN5304844451 834 6-Apr-12 SC 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
Diura bicaudata River Doon, Ayr NS3280518224 68 10-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 9 Deg C 9 Deg C
Isoperla grammatica Maud Loch, outlet stream NN7259165844 1290 8-Apr-12 AD 2 A 1 1 SN R, 8 Deg C 8 Deg C
Isoperla grammatica River Lyon, Glen Lyon NN5304844451 834 6-Apr-12 AD 3 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
Isoperla grammatica Beck at Lochs Lodge, Glen Lyon NN5369145575 872 6-Apr-12 AD 3 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C N/R
Isoperla grammatica River Lyon, Glen Lyon NN6555547801 719 6-Apr-12 AD 2 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C N/R
Isoperla grammatica Beck at Dalgirdy, Glen Lochay NN5151036786 529 7-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
Isoperla grammatica Allt na Ruighe Chiachaich, Trinafour NN7143865171 831 8-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, R, 10 Deg C N/R
Isoperla grammatica Maud Loch, outlet stream NN7259165844 1290 8-Apr-12 AD 3 L N/A N/A AH R, 8 Deg C 8 Deg C
Leuctra hippopus River Lyon, Glen Lyon NN5304844451 834 6-Apr-12 SC 3 A 3 2 SN D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
Leuctra hippopus River Lyon, Glen Lyon NN6555547801 719 6-Apr-12 AD 3 A 2 1 SN D, 12 Deg C N/R
Leuctra hippopus River Lochay, Glen Lochay NN5419335098 496 7-Apr-12 SC 1 A 1 0 SN D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
Leuctra hippopus River Lyon, Glen Lyon NN6555547801 719 6-Apr-12 AD 3 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C N/R
Leuctra hippopus River Lochay, Glen Lochay NN5419335098 496 7-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A SN D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
Leuctra inermis Fiddler`s Bay, Loch Tay NN6262234871 366 7-Apr-12 SC 1 A 1 0 SN D, 10 Deg C 9 Deg C
Leuctra inermis River Lyon, Glen Lyon NN6555547801 719 6-Apr-12 AD 5 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C N/R
Leuctra inermis Beck at Dalgirdy, Glen Lochay NN5151036786 529 7-Apr-12 AD 2 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
Leuctra nigra Fiddler`s Bay, Loch Tay NN6262234871 366 7-Apr-12 SC 1 A 0 1 SN D, 10 Deg C 9 Deg C
Leuctra nigra Beck at Fiddler`s Bay, Loch Tay NN6251734850 380 7-Apr-12 AD 3 L N/A N/A AH D, 10 Deg C N/R
Leuctra nigra Woodland stream, Trinafour NN7170365084 1038 8-Apr-12 AD 3 L N/A N/A AH D, R, 10 Deg C N/R
Nemoura cambrica Stream flowing into Carie beck, Loch Rannoch NN6165256899 754 5-Apr-12 SC 1 A 0 1 SN D, 8 Deg C 2 Deg C
Nemoura cambrica Fiddler`s Bay, Loch Tay NN6262234871 366 7-Apr-12 SC 6 A 0 6 SN D, 10 Deg C 9 Deg C
Nemoura cambrica Beck at Fiddler`s Bay, Loch Tay NN6251734850 380 7-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 10 Deg C N/R
Nemoura cambrica Woodland stream, Trinafour NN7170365084 1038 8-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, R, 10 Deg C N/R
Nemurella picteti River Lyon, Glen Lyon NN5304844451 834 6-Apr-12 SC 1 A 1 0 SN D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
Scotland Expedition April 5th to April 10th 2012
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Nemurella picteti Stream flowing into Carie beck, Loch Rannoch NN6165256899 754 5-Apr-12 SC 3 L N/A N/A AH D, 8 Deg C 2 Deg C
Nemurella picteti Woodland stream, Trinafour NN7170365084 1038 8-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, R, 10 Deg C N/R
Perla bipunctata Allt Camghoaran, Loch Rannoch (South bank) NN5490956275 696 5-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 8 Deg C 5 Deg C
Perlodes microcephalus Dall burn, Loch Rannoch (South bank) NN5914956739 720 5-Apr-12 SC 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 8 Deg C 5 Deg C
Perlodes microcephalus River Lyon, Glen Lyon NN6555547801 719 6-Apr-12 AD 3 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C N/R
Perlodes microcephalus River Doon, Ayr NS3280518224 68 10-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 9 Deg C 9 Deg C
Protonemura meyeri River Lyon, Glen Lyon NN6555547801 719 6-Apr-12 AD 3 A 2 1 SN D, 12 Deg C N/R
Protonemura meyeri River Lochay, Glen Lochay NN5419335098 496 7-Apr-12 SC 1 A 0 1 SN D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
Protonemura meyeri River Lyon, Glen Lyon NN6555547801 719 6-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C N/R
Siphonoperla torrentium Stream flowing into Carie beck, Loch Rannoch NN6165256899 754 5-Apr-12 SC 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 8 Deg C 2 Deg C
Siphonoperla torrentium Beck at Lochs Lodge, Glen Lyon NN5369145575 872 6-Apr-12 AD 2 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C N/R
Siphonoperla torrentium River Lyon, Glen Lyon NN6555547801 719 6-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C N/R
Siphonoperla torrentium Beck at Fiddler`s Bay, Loch Tay NN6251734850 380 7-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 10 Deg C N/R
Taeniopteryx nebulosa Beck at Dalgirdy, Glen Lochay NN5151036786 529 7-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
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Brief Notes (when taken) 
Ameletus inopinatus Allt na Ruighe Chiachaich, Trinafour NN7143865171 831 8-Apr-12 AD 4 L N/A N/A AH D, R, 10 Deg C N/R
Baetis muticus River Lyon, Glen Lyon NN6555547801 719 6-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C N/R
Baetis muticus Beck at Fiddler`s Bay, Loch Tay NN6251734850 380 7-Apr-12 AD 6 L N/A N/A AH D, 10 Deg C N/R
Baetis rhodani Allt an Rulghe Fhliuch, Trinafour NN7248864251 801 5-Apr-12 SC 3 A 1 2 SN D, 8 Deg C 5 Deg C Subimago
Baetis rhodani Beck at Lochs Lodge, Glen Lyon NN5369145575 872 6-Apr-12 AD 4 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C N/R
Baetis rhodani Beck near Memal, Glen Lyon NN4783141674 1051 6-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 10 Deg C
Baetis rhodani River Lyon, Glen Lyon NN5304844451 834 6-Apr-12 AD 3 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
Baetis rhodani River Lyon, Glen Lyon NN6555547801 719 6-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C N/R
Baetis rhodani Beck at Dalgirdy, Glen Lochay NN5151036786 529 7-Apr-12 AD 2 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
Baetis rhodani Beck at Fiddler`s Bay, Loch Tay NN6251734850 380 7-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 10 Deg C N/R
Baetis rhodani Maud Loch, outlet stream NN7259165844 1290 8-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH R, 8 Deg C 8 Deg C
Baetis rhodani Woodland stream, Trinafour NN7170365084 1038 8-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, R, 10 Deg C N/R
Baetis rhodani River Doon, Ayr NS3280518224 68 10-Apr-12 SC 1 A 0 1 SN D, 9 Deg C 9 Deg C Subimago
Baetis rhodani River Doon, Ayr NS3280518224 68 10-Apr-12 SC 2 L N/A N/A AH D, 9 Deg C 9 Deg C
Baetis sp. Allt na Ruighe Chiachaich, Trinafour NN7143865171 831 8-Apr-12 AD 2 L N/A N/A AH D, R, 10 Deg C N/R Too small to indentify to species
Ecdyonurus sp. Beck at Fiddler`s Bay, Loch Tay NN6251734850 380 7-Apr-12 AD 5 L N/A N/A AH D, 10 Deg C N/R Too small to indentify to species
Ecdyonurus sp. Allt na Ruighe Chiachaich, Trinafour NN7143865171 831 8-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, R, 10 Deg C N/R Too small to indentify to species
Ecdyonurus torrentis Allt an Rulghe Fhliuch, Trinafour NN7248864251 801 5-Apr-12 SC 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 8 Deg C 5 Deg C
Ecdyonurus torrentis Dall burn, Loch Rannoch (South bank) NN5914956739 720 5-Apr-12 SC 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 8 Deg C 5 Deg C
Ecdyonurus torrentis River Lyon, Glen Lyon NN5304844451 834 6-Apr-12 SC 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
Ecdyonurus torrentis River Lochay, Glen Lochay NN5419335098 496 7-Apr-12 AD 2 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
Ecdyonurus torrentis River Doon, Ayr NS3280518224 68 10-Apr-12 AD 2 L N/A N/A AH D, 9 Deg C 9 Deg C
Electrogena lateralis Beck at Dalgirdy, Glen Lochay NN5151036786 529 7-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
Electrogena lateralis Allt na Ruighe Chiachaich, Trinafour NN7143865171 831 8-Apr-12 AD 2 L N/A N/A AH D, R, 10 Deg C N/R
Electrogena lateralis Woodland stream, Trinafour NN7170365084 1038 8-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, R, 10 Deg C N/R
Heptagenia sulphurea River Lyon, Glen Lyon NN5304844451 834 6-Apr-12 SC 2 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
Leptophlebia marginata Maud Loch NN7260765879 1327 8-Apr-12 SC&AD 5 L N/A N/A AH R, 8 Deg C 8 Deg C Lavae under stones in the edge
Rhithrogena INDET Carie beck, Loch Rannoch (South bank) NN6170256972 789 5-Apr-12 SC&AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 8 Deg C 2 Deg C
Rhithrogena INDET Dall burn, Loch Rannoch (South bank) NN5914956739 720 5-Apr-12 SC 2 L N/A N/A AH D, 8 Deg C 5 Deg C
Rhithrogena INDET River Doon, Ayr NS3280518224 68 10-Apr-12 SC 6 L N/A N/A AH D, 9 Deg C 9 Deg C
Rhithrogena semicolorata Carie beck, Loch Rannoch (South bank) NN6163256805 759 5-Apr-12 AD 2 L N/A N/A AH D, 8 Deg C 2 Deg C Many larvae seen in the beck 
Rhithrogena semicolorata Beck at Lochs Lodge, Glen Lyon NN5369145575 872 6-Apr-12 AD 6 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C N/R
Rhithrogena semicolorata Beck near Memal, Glen Lyon NN4783141674 1051 6-Apr-12 AD 4 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 10 Deg C
Rhithrogena semicolorata River Lyon, Glen Lyon NN6555547801 719 6-Apr-12 AD 3 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C N/R
Rhithrogena semicolorata Beck at Dalgirdy, Glen Lochay NN5151036786 529 7-Apr-12 AD 1 L N/A N/A AH D, 12 Deg C 9 Deg C
Rhithrogena semicolorata Allt na Ruighe Chiachaich, Trinafour NN7143865171 831 8-Apr-12 AD 2 L N/A N/A AH D, R, 10 Deg C N/R
Rhithrogena semicolorata River Doon, Ayr NS3280518224 68 10-Apr-12 AD 3 L N/A N/A AH D, 9 Deg C 9 Deg C
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Genus:
Species:
Location:
NGR:
Altitude: Height recorded by GPS in feet above sea level
Date:
Determiner: The name of the person who has identified the sample; AD = Andrew  Dixon, SC = Stuart Crofts, etc
Samples Taken: This is the number of samples taken for identification
Larvae (L), Pupae (P) or Adult (A): The life stage of the specimen collected
Males: The actual count of male specimens identified from the sample
Females: The actual count of female specimens identified from the sample
Capture Method: Method relates to how the specimen was caught:
AH : ad hoc, no specific method. Larvae are often just picked off rocks in the water or by using a kick net. With adults, often just picked off bank side plants etc.
SN : sweep netting randomly through undergrowth or trees
TN : targeted netting at specific individuals or swarms   
LT : light trap
Time Spent Sampling:
Weather:
 S  :  Sunny
 D  :  Dull/cloudy 
 R  :  Raining
 W :  Windy
 B  :  Breezy at times
Water Temperature:
Brief Notes (when taken):
N/R: Wherever this abbreviation is used it simply means “not recorded”
N/A: Wherever this abbreviation is used it simply means “not applicable”
Code relates to weather conditions at the time of sampling. More than one code may be used e.g. D,R,W, also air temp (if taken) in degrees Celsius
These are just very brief comments 
This is the temperature of the water course where the specimen was caught in degrees Celsius
Information & Keys 
Records rough period of time spent looking and collecting
Record of the date specimen was captured
This is the general area in which the specimen was collected 
National Grid Reference (UK) direct from GPS receiver or Ordnance Survey maps where the sample was collected
Species of the specimen identified. If "INDET" is in this column then the species of the specimen is indeterminable because reliable, definitive keys, were not 
available to the determiner at the time of investigation
The genus of the specimen captured
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